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ABSTRACT

This paper analyses the alternately compressed air supplying of the main
reservoir with an air source or not in the DF11 quasi-high speed locomotive. While
the locomotive's running, the main reservoir works in two different states (compressor
is working or stopped) to output compressed air. According to the equations of energy,
mass and state, it deduces the instantaneous pressure changing ratio of the main
reservoir. Through the linear procession, it obtains the simplified equations of the
"start-stop" cycle T and the frequency fofthe locomotive's air compressor. Based on
the equations just mentioned, the paper analyses the influential factors on f and points
out ways to decrease the value.
Key Words: quasi-high speed diesel locomotive
quasi-high speed
The "start-stop" frequency f of air compressor is an important factor, it appraises
the matching of locomotive's compressed air system and air volume consumed by
facilities of the train. To ensure high reliability and long life of the compressed air
system, the litp.itation offis given. While the DF11 locomotive is hauling the quasihigh speed train in GuangShen line, the value f is higher than the limitation. To
decrease the value, the paper will give a theoretically approach.

THE AIR SUPPLYING MODE OF THE DFll QUASI-HIGH SPEED
LOCOMOTIVE

The compressed air system of the DFll locomotive is a series connection oftwo
sets of W-1.6/9 air compressor, one set of DJKG-A air dryer and two sets of 575!
main reservoir (Figure 1). The compressed air supplied by air source to the load
should guarantee the pressure, cleanness and particularly the instantaneous supplied
air flow

dVsit should meet the instantaneous consumed air flow dVdit of the load.
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The 'load' here is an alias of all kinds of facilities distributed in the whole train that
are driven by compressed air.
To meet the need of instantaneous consumed air flow and taking the limited
space of locomotive into consideration, air compressor and the main reservoir supply
the compressed air alternately. To simplify the analysis, the series connection of air
dryer, main reservoir and other devices can be equivalent to an air receiver C and the
train's load is equivalent to a changeable air resistance Rd. So the complicated
compressed air system is changed to Figure 2. During the period of the equivalent air
receiver supplying air, the air compressor's state alternates between working and stop.
When the compressor is working, it acts as the air source of the equivalent receiver.
1) The receiver supplies compressed air without air source.
When air compressor ceases from working, the air consumed by load Rd is
supplied by the equivalent receiver C, which has been prefilled up to the pressure
Ph (Figure 3). Once the receiver's pressure declines to the assigned low value P 1,
the pressure governor will connect compressor's circuit to pump air, then the
receiver will has its air source.
2) Supplying compressed air by using air source
While compressor is working, it pumps air into the equivalent receiver C
through a check valve to drive the load Rd. Because the supplied air flow is stable,
while the air flow consumed by load changes with time, the pressure of air
receiver may increase or decrease. However the air compressor will not stop until
the pressure is beyond the high pressure limitation Ph. Once the pressure reaches
the Ph, pressure governor will cut compressor's power, so the air source of the
equivalent receiver disappeared.

THE "START-STOP" FREQUENCY JOF AIR COMPRESSOR
When train is running, the alternately air supplying between air compressor and
main reservoir creates the following phenomenon. They are: a) air compressor
alternates between working and stop; b) the main reservoir's pressure P fluctuates
between P 1 and Ph. The "start-stop" frequency f is the "start-stop" number of the air
compressor per hour, and it depends on the "start-stop" cycle T.

f

1

(1)

=-

T

"Start-stop" cycle Tis the lasting time for the main reservoir to finish a pressure
fluctuation P1 -Ph - P 1• It is determined by the relations of P- t of the main
reservoir. Figure 4 shows the pressure fluctuation. In this figure, Ph -the assigned
high pressure; P1 - the assigned low pressure; AJJ 0 C,JJ 0 - - the first charging
process of the main reservoir; A 1B 1, Az82 ......Aft1 - - the pressure increasing
process of air compressor's exhaust tube; B 1 C1D1, B 2 C;D2 •••••• B 1C/);--the first,
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second ...... ith recharging process; Drl£,/11, D,E1Br·····DrE;Bi+I - - the first,
second ..••.• ith air supplying process without air source; A 1, A 2 •••••• A,-- the start
working point of air compressor; B 1, Br····B; - - the actual beginning of the
recharging process of the main reservoir; E u E 2 ••••••E; - - the titular start point of
the recharging process; D 1, D 2 •••••• D; --the end point of the recharging process;
b..t s1 , b..t sz ...... b..t s; --the lagging time of the first, second •••••• ith recharging process;
~~, ~ 2 •••••• ~; - - the pressure decreased value of the main reservoir during the
period of Ms 1 ,b..ts 2 •••••• b..ts1 ; DoEoB1D 1E 1 •••••• DJi;B;+JDi+1 is the P - t curve. Because
b..ts 1 ,b..ts 2 •••••• Ms; are small, they are generally ignored, thus Drl£r/) 1E 1 •••••• DJij)i+1 is
the approximate pressure curve. Because the air consumption of the load is not even,
the lasting time of each pressure fluctuation is different. The lasting time of the ith
pressure fluctuating process E; - D; - Ei+l is the ith "start-stop" cycle T. It is
composed of two parts: a) the lasting time of pressure increase during the air supply
process E, -D, with air source, it is the air pumping time t,.,; of the air compressor; b)
the lasting time of pressure decrease during the air supply process D; -E;+J without
air source, which is the time ts; that the air compressor ceases to work.
T=t.+tt
Wl
Sl
I; = T(t)
We usually take the average value T during a certain block section.

T=LJ; =L>wi +Ltsi =t +t
(2)
n
n
n
w
s
t,.,, ts are the average lasting time of each air pumping process ofthe compressor
during a certain block. From figure 4, we can conclude that the lasting time t,.,, t5 are
both related with the maximum pressure decreasing value (Ph -P1) of the main
reservoir. The t,., is also related with the pressure increasing rate df>/at during the
charging process, while ts is also decided by the pressure decreasing rated%_t during
the air supplying process without air source. With the help ofthe equations of power,
mass and state, we can get the t,., and t5 •
d(G·u) = dG. I _ dGd I
(3)
dt
dt s
dt d
dG dG. dGd
-=----(4)
dt
dt
dt
PV=GRT
(5)
Figure 5 shows the energy's changing of the main reservoir. In this figure the
meanings of P, T, V, G, u, d(G.

uxt

is separately corresponding to

the main

reservoir's pressure, temperature, volume, mass, internal energy, the instantaneous

i, , Is ,

power changing ratio. dG

Ts-- the air supplying mass rate, enthalpy,

temperature. Because the main reservoir is exposed outside the locomotive, and
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exchanges heat fully with the environment while running, we can think that

J'.t = 1',

=

Io.

With the help of the following relations: Cfcv = K, u = CvT,

I= CpT (R-gas constant, Cv- isochoric specific heat, Cp- isobaric specific heat,
K - specific heat ratio,· the air's specific heat ratio K=l.4) and take the main
reservoir's constant volume into consideration, we can get the following conclusions
by connecting (3), (4) and (5)
dP _ KRio dG, dGd
( )
6
dt - v ( dt - dt )
Using the definition ofthe density p0 = Po , and replacing dG/ar, dG1ar with

Rio

the instantaneous rate of flow dV.fat and dVdfat ofthe normal air (P0 , T0), that are
P dV,
- Rio dt

dG,
dt

d(p 0 V, 0 )

dGd
dt

d(p 0 Vd 0 )
P dVdo
- -0- - dt
Rio dt

-----

dt

0
- -0 - -

Substituting (7), (8) into (6), we can get
dP J(Pa dV, 0 dVdo
---(-)
dt - v
dt - dt

(7)
(8)

(9)

By linearizing Eq(9), and replacing the instantaneous pressure increasing speed

dPJttt and decreasing speed d%t by average pressure increasing speed P;, - ~ and
tw
average pressure decreasing speed

P;, - ~ , replacing the charge rate of flow dV.fat
t.

with the compressor's stable air flow Q.0 , replacing the air consumption rate of flow

dVdfat with the load's average consumed air flow Qdo· Also taking into consideration
that dV,fat

:;e

0 during the period when the compressor is pumping air, while

dV,fat = 0 when compressor ceases to work, we can get the following results from
(9).
(10)
(11)
Because the existence of the following relations:
<p = Q,o - Qdo = Q.o _

{?dO
ba8

{?dO

1

(12)
(13)

= 8h- 8/
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ph

8h

=-

(14)

Pz

(15)

Po

81

=-

Po
<p ~ The reserved coefficient used to fixing up the air loss brought by the system
leakage and the uneven air consumption, <p > 1 ; ~8 ~ the maximum windage of the
pressure ratio of the main reservoir, Ll8 >0 ; 8h, 81- the assigned high pressure ratio,
low pressure ratio of the main reservoir. Substituting Eq(12), (13), (14) and (15) into
Eq(10), (11), we can get the following equations:
V-~E

=

t
w

(16)

K<pQdO

V ·Ll8
t =-s

(17)

KQdO

Using the relations ofEq(16), (17), (2) and Eq(l), we get the (18) and (19).
V · LlE
1
T= --(1+-)
(18)
KQdO
<p
KQdO
1
!=--(19)
V · Ll8 ( 1+ _!_)
<p

THE APPROACHING WAY TO DECREASE THE FREQUENCY f
From Eq(19), we know that there are four factors that may fact the valuef They
are Qd0 , <p, V and Lis. The differential off is shown as
dQdo
1
d<p dV d(Lis)
df = f[ Qdo + 1 +<p
(Lis) ]

·--q;---v-

So we can get the equation of the relative increase.
Lif L1Qdo
1 ~<p L1V L1(L18)
= - - + - - . - - - - ----'-----'(20)
!
QdO
1+<p <p.
V
(Ll8) ·
From Eq(20) we can conclude that when Qdo and <p are changed thefwill be
changed with the same sign, but when V and LiE are changed the fwill be changed in
opposite sign. That means decreasing the value Qdo and<p will take the same effect
with the increase of V and LiE to decrease f Among these factors, Qdo• V and Ll8
1
1
have same effects on/, and because <p >1, --<-,the effect of <p is less than the
1+<p 2
half of other factors . We can use the following ways to decrease f 1) Decrease the
average air consumption rate of flow Qdo of the load; 2) Decrease the reserved
coefficient value <p of the air source; 3) Increase the volume of the main reservoir; 4)
Increase the maximum windage of the pressure ratio Ll8 of the main reservoir.
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If we take measures to decrease Qdo and <p by 1%, and increase V, As by 1%,
1

the fwill decrease by 1%, - - %, 1% and 1% respectively.
1 +<p
THE CONCLU SION
1) The "start-stop" frequency fis decided by the alternately air supplying cycle T of
the air compressor and main reservoir. T is the sum of the pressure increase lasting
time tw and the pressure decrease lasting time ts ( t s =<pt w ).
2) There are four ways to reduce f, they are: a) decrease Qd0; b) decrease <p; c)
increase V; d) increase As . When taking measures, we should always keep the
following characters of the quasi-high speed train in mind, that are: a) the distance·
between two stations is long; b) the start and brake frequency is less; c) the au
consumption is not mainly used to brnke.
111~~ '"'
4

"-

Figure 1.

The Compressed Air System

1- Air compressor;
4- Main reservoir;

2- Check valve;

3- Air dryer;

3

Figure 2.

The air supplying of the receiver with air source

1- Air compressor:

2- Check valve:

3- The equivalent receiver C:

4- The equivalent air resistance R.;
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The pressure fluctuation of the main reservoir
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